Abstract-Considering the constraints brought by mobility and resources, it is important for routing protocols to efficiently deliver data in intermittently connected mobile networks. Different from previous works that use the knowledge of previous encounters to predict future contacts, we propose a storage-friendly region-based protocol, i.e., RENA, in this paper. Instead of using temporal information, RENA builds routing tables based on regional movement history, which avoids excessive storage for tracking encounter history. We validate the generality of RENA through a time-variant community mobility model with parameters extracted from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) trace and a vehicular network based on eight bus routes in the city of Helsinki, Finland. The comprehensive simulation results show that RENA is not only storage friendly but also more efficient than epidemic routing, the restricted replication protocol spray and wait (SNW), and the encounter-based protocol resource allocation protocol for intentional delay-tolerant networks under various conditions.
forward between mobile nodes, is widely applied to enable communication in such challenging mobile environments. Considering the constraint brought by mobility and limited resources in ICMN, particularly for resource-constrained devices such as sensor nodes, it is important for routing protocols to efficiently deliver data. Typical sensor nodes have very limited storage, such as sensor Mica2 (program flash 128 kB + serial flash 512 kB) and sensor TelosB (program flash 48 kB + serial flash 1024 kB).
Previous work [5] suggests the benefit of gaining more knowledge about network conditions for routing decisions. Most DTN routing protocols use knowledge of previous encounters to forecast future contacts [1] , [2] , [6] , [7] . In these works, encounter history, which is a kind of temporal information, is taken as guidance to predict mobility; every node records other users when they encounter each other. For example, the powerful resource allocation protocol for intentional delay-tolerant networks (RAPID) protocol [2] even needs to record the history of every forwarding operation to provide a more precise prediction. However, it requires excessive storage to track encounter history, which makes RAPID suffer from degraded performance in storage-limited conditions.
Aside from temporal information, it is also observed that the long-run trends in mobility widely reveal some spatial-related characteristics [8] , [9] . Several wireless local area network (WLAN) traces indicate that the mobility of users demonstrates location preference to some extent; users usually visit only parts of locations, such as restaurants or office buildings, and stay there for long periods. Meanwhile, they will commute back and forth among these locations, resulting in periodic reappearance. These traces also indicate heterogeneity in mobility, e.g., some nodes visit popular locations more often than other locations.
Although some mobility models are derived from these observations, there is little work to make use of spatial properties for efficient routing in ICMN. Because it is not cost effective to build routing tables based on encounter history in highly opportunistic mobile networks, one reasonable approach is to maximize the benefit of macro-level spatial information without having to constantly track and update encounter information.
In this paper, we propose a storage-friendly REgioN-bAsed protocol, i.e., RENA, in ICMN. Instead of using encounter information, RENA builds routing tables based on regional movement history, which avoids excessive storage for recoding encounter history. More specifically, this paper makes the following contributions.
1) We introduce a novel concept of region-related pattern extracted from the spatial property and take advantage of 0018-9545/$26.00 © 2011 IEEE this macromobility information. To the best of our knowledge, RENA is the first region-based routing protocol proposed in delay-tolerant ICMN under realistic resource constraints. 2) Considering the tradeoff between the control packets and the storage consumption, we emphasize the necessity to design a storage-friendly protocol. Our experiments demonstrate that the delivery performance of RAPID [2] will significantly be degraded in resource-constrained conditions if we consider storage occupied by control packets, whereas RENA achieves more stable performance, because it only requires fixed storage for control packets. 3) We validate the generality of RENA through the following two realistic simulation scenarios: 1) the time-variant community (TVC) mobility model, whose parameters are extracted from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) WLAN trace and 2) a vehicular network based on eight bus lines of the city of Helsinki, Finland. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We present related work in Section II. A region-based mobility pattern is proposed in Section III. Section IV describes the design details of the region-based routing protocol RENA. Simulation results are presented in Section V. Finally, we discuss the feasibility of RENA and conclude this paper.
II. RELATED WORK
Numerous DTN routing and forwarding schemes have been proposed over the last few years. The primary difference between various DTN routing protocols is whether the future topology is deterministic [10] . Because we mainly focus on routing in a stochastic mobile network without supporting infrastructure, whose topology is time evolving and, thus, difficult to predict, our problem is different from a deterministic network or the category of controlling node movements.
Epidemic routing is a simple and fast way to perform routing throughout the network [11] . However, it is extremely wasteful of resources, such as wireless bandwidth and storage space. One approach for reducing the overhead of epidemic routing is to distribute a bounded number of copies [12] , [13] . Because this approach does not make use of gaining knowledge about network conditions, its performance is not satisfactory under more realistic mobility conditions. Previous work [5] suggests the benefit of gaining more historical knowledge to estimate the forwarding probability. Protocols in this category are referred to as history-or estimation-based forwarding [10] . Because node contact/ encounter patterns represent the temporal characteristics of the node mobility, several DTN routing protocols exploit the past knowledge of encounters to optimize the delivery performance. They are differentiated from each other mainly on the following two decision methods: 1) one-hop information based [1] , [14] , [15] or 2) end-to-end information based [2] , [5] , [7] . Scheduling strategies and queue management strategies are also discussed as part of the protocol design.
However, these protocols face the fundamental challenge of choosing the right time scale for estimation [16] . The estimation value quickly becomes a poorer indicator as distance increases, which is referred to as the "distance effect" [6] . Therefore, the long-run trends inherited in the mobility, such as spatial features, are difficult to capture from a short-scale temporal view. Even for the powerful RAPID [2] , which requires almost all contact history for estimation, its performance significantly deteriorates due to the expansion of historical information.
To empirically understand mobility, there are several recent works on WLAN measurements that reveal the important spatial properties of real-world wireless network users [8] , [9] . Although these research works are mainly obtained from the deployed wireless access networks with fixed infrastructure, they imply that spatial properties should be taken into account during the design of practical routing protocols.
MobySpace is, perhaps, the first routing protocol to make use of locations of landmarks (e.g., access point) to construct a virtual space [17] . Here, the mobility pattern of a node can be described by its visits to locations. However, this protocol mainly focuses on power-law probability distributions and assumes that nodes have full knowledge of mobility patterns and infinite resources, which is impractical in realistic applications.
Recently, several social-based routing protocols have been proposed [3] , [18] , [19] . In essence, temporal or spatial information is a kind of representation of the social context. BUBBLE, which is proposed in PSN, calculates node popularity and social community based on encounter history [3] . It evaluates the impact of community and centrality on forwarding and proposes a hybrid algorithm that selects high centrality nodes and community members of destination as relays.
In profile-casting routing in [18] , the authors use the mobility profile to design a protocol based on the similarity in user mobility. The mobility profile here is related to the fraction of time the user spends at reference locations during every time slot. However, this profile-casting protocol only propagates message within a group of similar users, which makes the problem different from what we discuss in this paper. In addition, the authors have not discussed the storage constraint when recording the mobility profile for a large number of time slots.
The region-based solution presented in this paper is similar to the hub-based sociological-orbit-aware location approximation and routing (SOLAR) protocol [19] . As opposed to our proposed RENA, SOLAR assumes partially deterministic mobility of each user in a more densely deployed MANET, where packet transmission is based on greedy geographic forwarding. In greedy geographic forwarding, messages are delivered based on the current locations of nodes, and each relay node chooses its next hop from among its neighbors closest to the destination. However, in an ICMN that suffers from frequent network disruption and intermittent connections, the specific location of a destination node is difficult to obtain, and nodes encounter each other very occasionally and asynchronously such that there are no stable relay neighbors.
A preliminary version of RENA has been presented in [20] . In this journal version, we provide more details about the region-based pattern in Section III and the protocol design in Section IV. Extensive simulations results and complexity analysis are given in Section V for better comparison. The part of related work is also enhanced.
III. REGION-BASED MOBILITY PATTERN
Our solution is motivated from a simple observation: location-preference, reappearance, and heterogeneity are usually observed as typical features not only from human beings but from other species (such as zebras) as well [1] , [8] , [9] . People or animals usually visit parts of locations, stay there for a period of time, and then commute back and forth. The encounter history is effective in predicting the next encounter in a specific area. However, when users change their geographic areas, the encounter information obtained at previous locations may no longer be accurate as the guidance for new locations.
For example, students who attend classes in the same building are likely to frequently encounter each other at study time. After class, they may go to different dormitories. It is difficult to estimate who will again encounter who at new locations based only on encounter history in the building, because two students who attend the same class do not necessarily live in the same dormitory. Although the statistical tracking information at a micro level (i.e., on small time scales or within small distances) may still be useful, it is necessary to take the macrolevel information into account in a realistic scenario.
From a social context, both visited locations and people's encounters have a strong connection with affiliation and lifestyle. In contrast with encounter-based protocols, region-based patterns offer us a different way of solving the routing problem in ICMN.
A. Mobility Model
We consider m regions as the mobility domain (see Fig. 1 ), which is enumerated as 0, 1, m − 2, m − 1. A node (we interchangeably use the terms "node," "user," and "peer" to describe a mobile network user in this paper) moves according to a transition matrix P. It moves from region i to another region j with probability p ij or remain in the same region with probability p ii . The steady-state probability at region i is π i . Then, this mobility model can be thought of as a Markov model where a possible state transition is made every τ unit time of period.
The model mainly focuses on the transition probability between regions i and j, which demonstrates spatial affiliations and social contexts of nodes. Because nodes in an ICMN move in a distributed way, we do not ask every node to act in a synchronous fashion or with the same transition probability. Every one unit time, every node will track its own region and create its own record based on its affiliation and lifestyle.
Note that this Markov mobility model is only a simplified abstraction of real mobility, and users may not strictly follow the Markov property in real scenarios. Our model differs from several widely used mobility models, e.g., Manhattan street mobility, random waypoint mobility [21] and communitybased mobility [22] , in that our approach is mainly used for micro-level abstraction, whereas other approaches have specific movement rules and can directly be used in simulation. As long as there exists location preference, the region-based idea should be feasible. Our simulation will show that, even in fully random-based mobility, our protocol still achieves satisfactory performance.
After proposing the region-based mobility model to demonstrate the macro-level abstraction, we further go deep into this model and discuss several mobility characteristic parameters.
B. Staying Time
First, we could easily get the average continuously staying time in the same region i as
This formula indicates that when a node has higher probability p ii to remain in the same region i, its average continuous staying time is longer, particularly when p ii = 1, and ST i is equal to infinity.
C. Hitting Time
Then, we consider the expected hitting time HT ij of a node that arrives at region j from region i for the first time. This parameter is useful as a metric for evaluating the routing delay of different relay nodes.
To obtain this parameter, we make state j an absorbing state and other states transient states and then reset the transition probabilities from state j as
Now, we can extract the matrix P T that specifies only the transition probabilities from transient states into transient states. Given the starting region i, we define s ik to be the expected number of time periods that the Markov chain is in region k. Based on the relationship between transient states, we have S = I + P T S, where I is the identity matrix. Then, the matrix S can be calculated as Table I shows an example where region c is taken as the destination. 
In the case of Table I , HT ac = 6 and HT bc = 2 time periods.
D. Return Time
Finally, we further propose another important metric: the expected return time RT of a node back to a region j after it leaves region j. This parameter is regarded as the time interval for a node to revisit the same region, which will be used in our protocol design.
In fact, RT j is equal to the expected hitting time to region j from all j's adjacent regions, i.e.,
where 1 − p jj = k =j p jk . In the case of Table I , RT j = (0.5/0.5 + 0) · 6 + (0/0.5 + 0) · 2 = 6 time periods.
IV. PROTOCOL DESIGN
In this section, we will present the design details for our region-based protocol RENA. In the following discussion, we assume that nodes are equipped with either the Global Positioning System (GPS) or other localization methods to obtain a geographic location.
A. Protocol Overview
The main idea of RENA is to find the popular regions for a destination node and distribute copies of packets inside those popular regions. However, we first need to define a region. In this paper, we simply adopt a square coverage in the movement area as a region. This way, the whole area is divided into m equal-sized grid cells, as shown in Fig. 2 (m = 16) .
Given source node x and destination node y, RENA chooses candidate regions for y in terms of estimated delivery delay D ij (x, y), which includes the routing time R ij (x) from the current region i of node x to the candidate region j and the waiting time W j (y) of the relay node before encountering node y inside the region j. We have
where R ij (x) and W j (y) are both derived from the transition matrix.
In this paper, we choose delivery delay, not encounter probability, as an optimized metric. The reason for this choice is that most existing probability-driven approaches have an incidental rather than an intentional effect on delay-related metrics [2] . For example, in Fig. 2 , the selected region 2 is the most popular for node y but is far from the current location of source node x (i.e., region 14), whereas region 11 is not frequently visited by node y but may still be a feasible choice in terms of shorter routing time R ij (x).
When L regions are chosen as the candidate destinations (see Section IV-C), the source node will send one copy to every chosen region, respectively. The relay node is chosen according to its expected hitting time HT kj from the current region k to the destination region j; the node with a smaller hitting time to the destination region j would be a better relay node. Thus, in Fig. 2 , when relay node z 1 determines that z 2 has a smaller hitting time to region 2, z 2 is chosen as a new rely node, and z 1 will delete the copy.
After the relay node reaches one of the destination regions, e.g., z 3 reaches region 11 in Fig. 2 , it will trigger a sprayand-search (SAS) distribution. First, the relay node will start a binary spray to W − 1 nodes in the spray phase. Then, in the search phase, W nodes that carry copies will only forward their own copies to nodes with a smaller return time RT j until encountering the destination node.
Essentially, RENA replicates a limited number of copies to L destination regions and distributes copies inside the chosen regions. Because the replication strategy and the storagemanagement policy are carefully designed based on spatial properties, RENA is a storage-friendly protocol that limits FIG. 2 replication only inside selected regions instead of the whole area.
B. Region Transition Matrix
Because we assume that every node has a geographic location, it can obtain the current region where it is located. Every τ unit time, it will track the current region j and record into region transition matrix B, where b ij indicates transfer times from the last region i to the current region j. In Fig. 2 , if node y tracks that its located region changes from 3 to 2, b 32 will add 1. For example, if the tracking history of node y is 3-2-2-2, its region transition matrix is shown as in Table II. According to region transition matrix B, we can obtain transition probability matrix P as
For example, because the tracking history of node y is 3-2-2-2-7-11-7-3 in Fig. 2 , its corresponding transition probability matrix P is shown as in Table III . Then, according to the calculation in Section III, we could obtain the hitting time HT ij of node y from region i to region j and its return time RT j to region j. This way, nodes will flood their return time matrix RT in the whole network. Because RT is only related to the number of regions m, this flooding transmission only consumes limited storage and bandwidth. Unlike RT , only hitting-time values HT related to the current region will be exchanged between encounter nodes.
C. Choosing Destination Regions
When source node x chooses candidate regions for destination node y, it is better to find proper destination nodes that not only are frequently visited by y but could quickly be reached from the current location of x as well. However, without global network knowledge, it is almost impossible to give an accurate prediction in a delay-tolerant mobile network. Instead, RENA operates based on an efficient estimation of routing time and waiting time.
In terms of the routing time R ij (x) from the current region i of node x to the candidate region j, the source node builds a local view from its historical encounter nodes and itself, i.e.,
where node z i indicates the ith encounter node of x whose HT ij is not equal to infinity, and en means encounter times between x and other nodes. Here, the same encounter node may repeatedly be calculated, i.e., z i = z j when i = j, because we argue that frequently encountered nodes should have greater weight than the local view of a source node. In terms of the waiting time before encountering the destination node inside the region j, we simply take the return time of the destination node as an estimation value, i.e.,
Based on (8) and (9), source node x can obtain the estimated delay to the destination node y as
Then, we arrange the estimated delays of all regions in ascending order as
To avoid unnecessary storage consumption and propagation overhead, we choose L destination regions or copies based on the time to live (TTL) for packets and simply assume that they are exponentially distributed. Then, the minimum L are selected according to
In (12), we have used the following result. When the encounter times between destination nodes and different L copies are exponentially distributed with means 1/λ 1 , 1/λ 2 , . . . , 1/λ L , respectively, the expected minimum delivery delay that the destination node encounters one of the copies is
Note that the exponential distribution of intercontact times is a widely accepted assumption in the delay-tolerant ICMN [8] , [9] . Although the distribution in realistic motilities may be more complicated [23] , we assume an exponential distribution of delivery time in this paper. Moreover, simulation results show that this tractable simplification performs well in different realistic scenarios.
D. Choosing Relay Nodes
After L destinations regions are decided, the next step is to find relay nodes to forward these L copies to chosen regions. Relay nodes are chosen according to the expected hitting time HT kj from the current region k to the destination region j as follows.
1) When two nodes encounter each other in the region
k (k = j), they will exchange and compare their hittingtime values HT kj . 2) Copies will be forwarded to the node with a smaller HT kj . The other node with a bigger HT kj no longer keeps the copy.
E. SAS
When the relay node z that carries copies reaches the destination region j, it will trigger a SAS distribution to improve the encounter probability with destination node y as follows.
1) Spray phase. The relay node z will start a binary replication of W copies to distinct relay nodes. When any node z 1 with c > 1 copies encounters another node z 2 without those copies, z 1 hands over to z 2 (c/2) copies and keeps half of these copies. This process will continue until c = 1 or until destination node y is encountered. 2) Search phase. When any one of W nodes z 3 that carry one copy encounters another node z 4 without that copy, it will forward its own copy to z 4 if z 4 has a smaller return time RT j .
Here, we limit the number of copies inside regions W to control the total number of copies L × W . The spray phase aims at "jumpstart" spreading in a quick manner, and the search phase works to find better relays that are more likely to stay inside region j. Note that SAS only performs in the destination region j to avoid burdening propagation in the whole area. Therefore, when any relay node in the process moves out of region j, its SAS will be suspended. SAS will resume when related copies are relayed back (maybe by new relay nodes) to region j.
F. Updating Policy
Because it is impractical to synchronously obtain the global system state, RENA chooses to exploit the value of delayed estimation. Although it is helpful for routing decisions with more knowledge of network conditions, the routing protocol should consider the tradeoff between performance gain and system overhead and thereby update the control information in an efficient manner. RENA achieves this goal by propagating only necessary control packets.
In RENA, every node updates its region transition matrix every τ unit time but only updates its transition probability matrix, hitting-time matrix, and return time matrix when encounter events happen. For efficiency, a node z 1 executes the following operations when encountering a peer z 2 in region k.
1) Directly forward data destined to z 2 . 2) Exchange acknowledgments (ACKs) of delivery packets that are not beyond TTL, and delete useless copies according to ACKs. 3) Exchange the return time matrix RT of its historical encounter nodes and itself. 4) Exchange the hitting-time values HT kj from the current region k to other regions. 5) Forward copies to z 2 if z 2 is a better relay node, as discussed in Section IV-D. 6) Execute the SAS distribution if necessary. Here, ACKs are used to avoid unnecessary overhead, and the information of the third and fourth steps are the decisionmaking bases for the last two steps. Although the updating information may be stale in such a dynamic network, this distributed policy proves to be efficient through comprehensive simulations.
G. Storage Management
For the multicopy replication mechanism, it is crucial to design a storage policy to ensure that the total storage consumption is small and controlled. RENA generates only a small carefully chosen number of LW copies (every W copies distributed in one selected region). Aside from data packets and ACKs, each node in RENA mainly records a return time matrix RT of all users and its own hitting-time matrix HT.
In addition, we manage packets according to their redundancy and importance degree as follows.
1) Immediately delete acknowledged packets.
2) Every τ unit time, remove packets and ACKs that have reached the threshold of TTL. 3) If the storage is close to an overflow state, drop copies in the search phase first, followed by copies in the spray phase. Further drop the copies that have not reached the destination region, if still necessary.
V. EVALUATION
In this section, we conduct a simulation study to evaluate our RENA and other protocols.
A. Protocol Comparisons
We compare RENA to the following three other routing protocols: 1) epidemic routing [11] ; 2) spray and wait (SNW) [12] ; and 3) RAPID [2] . A brief review of each algorithm is given as follows, and their complexity analysis is listed in Table IV. For epidemic routing [11] , whenever a node encounters another node, the two nodes exchange all packets that they do not have in common. In such an epidemic way, all messages are eventually spread to all nodes. [12] distributes only a limited number of copies each to a different relay. Each copy is then carried all the way to the destination node by the designated relay. It restricts the number of replications to be equal to about 10%-15% of all n nodes.
RAPID [2] treats DTN routing as a resource allocation problem that translates the routing metric into per-packet utilities that determine how packets should be replicated. To estimate the utility given the routing metric, the control packets for a node include expected meeting times between nodes O(n 2 ), the average size of past transfer between nodes O(n 2 ), and carriers of those undelivered replicas O(nF (t, n)). Here, we define the number of undelivered replicas as a simplified function of time t and n. As far as we know, results in [2] show that RAPID is one of the most powerful protocols in terms of both delivery rate and delivery delay.
As discussed in Section IV, RENA chooses L regions based on estimated delays in ascending order O(m). The control packets for a node include its transition probabilities P between regions O(m 2 ), its hitting-time matrix O(m 2 ), and the return time of all nodes O(nm).
To evaluate the effect of control packets, we also provide the results if we only count the storage consumed by data packets and set an unlimited buffer for control packets. These additional results are only used to verify the storage friendliness of control packets, because the assumption of an unlimited buffer is not practical in reality.
B. Experimental Setup
We implement four routing protocols using the opportunistic network environment (ONE) simulator [24] . We compare our protocol with other routing algorithms in terms of delivery rate and delay with variations of TTL, storage capacity, traffic load, and the number of nodes.
For connectivity, we assume interpersonal communication (10-m range and 2 Mb/s) between mobile users using Bluetooth devices, such as mobile phones. A simple channel model is adopted, where the transmission coverage is circular, and interference may occur only from immediate neighbors. When two nodes move within the communication range, they establish a connection and transmit to each other using a link-level ACK.
Every t interval time, one mobile user generates one packet of 1 kB to a random destination. For fairness of comparison, the numbers of copies of RENA and SNW are both restricted to 10% of all n nodes. All nodes in RENA record the current region every 5 s. The main simulation parameters are listed in Table V , and the default values are adopted, if not mentioned. Other parameters are given in the specific mobility model. 
C. Scenario 1: TVC Mobility Model
The TVC mobility model is proposed to capture spatial and temporal correlations of realistic mobility [9] . It consists of two types of time periods-the normal movement period (NMP) and the concentration movement period (CMP)-and defines a single community for each time period. In NMP or CMP, a node has the following two different modes of movement: 1) a local epoch and 2) a roaming epoch. At the end of each epoch, the node picks the movement mode for the next epoch according to a two-state Markov model with probability p r (from a local to a roaming epoch) and probability p l (from a roaming to a local epoch). In a local epoch, the mobility of the node is confined within its community. In a roaming epoch, the node is free to move in the whole area.
To create a more realistic scenario, we adopt the trace-driven TVC model, which is referred to as model 1 in [9] , that displays similar behavior to the MIT WLAN trace in terms of the hitting and encountering times. In this model, the simulation area is 1000 × 1000 m 2 , the community size is 100 × 100 m 2 , and the edge length of a region is chosen to be 250 m. This way, the number of regions is 16.
D. Scenario 2: Bus Mobility Model
We also choose a typical vehicular DTN based on the city area of Helsinki. The whole city area has four main districts A-D. In addition, three overlapping districts are defined to simulate movements between the center A and other districts, and one district covers the whole simulation area, i.e., E includes A and B, F includes A and C, G includes A and D, and H covers from A to D. Every district is assigned its own bus route, respectively (see routes A-H in Figs. 3 and 4) .
A total of n buses are evenly distributed among eight bus routes and travel across these predefined bus routes according to a periodic schedule. With a small communication range, nodes communicate with each other when buses get closer. RENA generates 16 regions with unit size 2500 × 2500 m 2 . Other parameters are listed in Table VI . In this part, we are mainly concerned with resourceconstrained devices carried by mobile users and not built-in vehicles. We imagine that people who carry the wireless devices may move in not only a small-scale scenario such as a campus area but a large-scale mobile network, such as a vehicular network, as well. Fairness is another big reason that we chose a bus network, because we want to fully compare RAPID.
E. Results
To avoid transient effects, the warm-up time is set to 1 h, and the actual simulation time is set to as long as 12 h. All results are averaged over 30 runs with different seeds and shown with a 95% confidence interval.
1) Impact of TTL: Fig. 5 shows the delivery rate of each protocol as TTL for data packets increases from 30 to 180 min in scenario 1. With this increase in TTL, we can see a decrease in delivery rate only for epidemic routing. What is striking is that RAPID-ODP (only data packets are restricted by offered storage) significantly outperforms RAPID. It demonstrates that the storage consumption of control packets largely affects the performance of RAPID, because its control packets almost occupy 98% of storage in the simulation. Although RAPID can achieve satisfactory performance in DieselNet with 40 GB of storage [2] , where control packets are comparatively small enough to ignore, we conclude that RAPID may not be a good choice in resource-constrained devices, e.g., sensor nodes or Bluetooth devices.
In contrast with RAPID, RENA only needs limited storage (11 kB) for control packets and achieves almost the same delivery rate with RENA-ODP. More importantly, it performs better than SNW and RAPID in a stable manner when TTL increases, and its delivery rate is even within 7% of RAPID-ODP when TTL is bigger than 90. Fig. 6 shows the average delay of the delivered packets of each protocol in scenario 1. It is observed that RAPID and RAPID-ODP have a smaller delay than other approaches as a result of more accurate estimation. RENA achieves either almost the same delay with SNW but a bigger delivery rate (T T L < 150) or a smaller delay than SNW and a similar delivery rate (T T L ≥ 150). Note that the average delay is calculated from the delivered packet; therefore, we need to consider both average delay and delivery rate to make a fair comparison.
Figs. 7 and 8 show the delivery performance as TTL for data packet increases in the bus network scenario. Compared with the TVC model scenario, we observe similar trends in terms of both performance metrics. However, SNW achieves a much lower delivery rate than RENA and RAPID-ODP; even for 180 min of TTL time, the delivery rate of SNW is only 0.561. The reason is that SNW uses random distribution and passive waiting, which are not effective in large-scale group mobility situations.
2) Impact of Storage: Figs. 9 and 10 show results as the storage increases from 50 kB to 500 kB in scenario 1. RENA and SNW achieve a similar delivery rate, but RENA achieves much a smaller delay than SNW. Due to the passive waiting strategy, more storage would not help SNW decrease delay. Epidemic routing achieves similar performance with RENA when the storage is bigger than 250 kB. RAPID achieves similar reliability with RAPID-ODP and RENA only when the storage is bigger than 500 kB. However, note that, for epidemic routing and RAPID, the improvement is at the cost of higher overhead; with big-enough storage, such as 500 kB, epidemic routing even behaves as well as RAPID.
Figs. 11 and 12 again show the storage friendliness of RENA and the storage sensitivity of RAPID and epidemic routing. Because we have 16 regions in this setup, the control packets, in total, consume about 10 kB, and the average storage per region is about 650 B. Only in the 50-k storage condition is there an obvious difference between RENA and RENA-ODP. Although SNW is also storage friendly, its performance is much worse than RENA due to its passive waiting. Unlike RENA and SNW, RAPID and epidemic routing are markedly sensitive to storage restrictions. Probably due to the periodic nature of the bus network, we observe that most results are more stable than in scenario 1. 3) Impact of the Number of Nodes: In Figs. 13 and 14 , we present the results as the number of nodes increases from 10 to 100 in the TVC mobility model. Note that all protocols show a decreasing trend on the average delay with an increase in the number of nodes (see Fig. 14) , whereas they much differently behave in terms of the delivery rate (see Fig. 13 ). Epidemic routing first increases and then slowly decreases to a stable value, RAPID quickly decreases due to the fast expansion of control packets, and RAPID-ODP achieves the best performance (around 97% when n > 70), because it does not count the storage of control packets. RENA and SNW gradually increase to stable values of 96% and 94%, respectively, when n > 80.
The results clearly reflect the tradeoff between mobility benefit and overhead brought by the large number of nodes. Unlike RAPID and epidemic routing, RENA and SNW make good use of mobility due to restricted replications, which consume much less storage and bandwidth. In the bus network, we evenly increase the number of nodes in eight bus routes. The results in Figs. 15 and 16 are similar to scenario 1. For the storage-friendly protocols RENA and SNW, the increase of nodes is positive for their delivery performance. With regard to the storage-sensitive protocols RAPID and epidemic routing, the increase of nodes improves the delivery performance only in an extremely sparse network (n < 16 for RAPID and n < 24 for epidemic routing) and finally worsens the delivery performance. Therefore, we conclude that the increase of network size may have an adverse effect on RAPID and epidemic routing in the storage-limited conditions. 4) Impact of Traffic Load: When we vary the packetgenerating interval time from 20 s (high traffic) to 50 s (low traffic) in both scenarios, it is observed in Figs. 17-20 that epidemic routing and RAPID are obviously sensitive to traffic load, whereas RENA and SNW keep providing a stable performance. Again, RENA not only achieves a delivery rate that is close to RAPID-ODP but has a smaller delivery delay than SNW and epidemic routing as well, whereas the delivery rate of RAPID still has significant differences from RAPID-ODP.
5) Overhead:
We further define delivery overhead as the total number of redundant packets transmitted, normalized by the number of delivered packets, i.e., relayed packets − delivered packets delivered packets .
Figs. 21 and 22 clearly reflect the overhead of different protocols when the network size increases. In both scenarios, epidemic routing causes numerous transmissions, particularly in the bus network. Although SNW consumes the least overhead as a result of passive waiting, its delivery performance is clearly unsatisfactory. RENA always consumes less overhead than RAPID and RAPID-ODP, which means that RENA is more efficient in delivering packets. Based on the aforementioned simulation results, we observe that RENA achieves much stable performance than RAPID, only at the cost of a relatively low storage and overhead. 
VI. DISCUSSION
When we apply RENA, it is crucial to answer how we can choose an appropriate region size. In fact, different choices depend on the specific granularity of the movement in different applications. In addition, we should consider the storage occupied by control packets. In RENA, the average storage per region consumed by the control overhead is about 650 B. Then, we can restrict the total control overhead by controlling region size. In this paper, our empirical analysis suggests that it is better to keep control packets under 20% of the whole storage.
Therefore, a reasonable approach for selecting a suitable region is to maximize the benefit of macro-level spatial information without having to track the specific locations and consuming excessive storage. We can imagine that when the granularity of region partition is more fine grained than the granularity of the movement, more regions may not bring much benefit. Fig. 23 shows the results as the length of each region increases in the TVC model, where the number of regions decreases from 16 to 1. (Because the delivery rates of protocols are much different, it is unfair to compare their delivery delays here.) It is observed that the influence of region length in the large-scale bus network is more apparent than in the smallscale WLAN case. These simulation results verify the value of the region-related pattern, and further investigation about the region will be our future work.
Although RENA is proposed based on a Markov mobility model, it can achieve feasibility in most scenarios. When mobility conditions of users do not follow the Markov property, RENA could still work well if there are spatial-related characteristics that widely exist in real-life mobility. Even in the extreme case, without any location preference property, such as random mobility models, RENA could naturally transfer to SNW. In other words, the delivery performance of SNW is the lower bound of RENA. The results in Fig. 23 have directly justified this conclusion.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have introduced a novel concept of regionrelated patterns extracted from the spatial property in ICMN. Then, we took advantage of this macromobility information and proposed a region-based routing protocol RENA. Compared with epidemic routing and the restricted-replication protocol SNW, RENA achieves not only higher delivery rates but shorter delivery delays as well, only at the cost of a relatively low storage consumed by control packets. In terms of storage and feasibility, RENA is more storage friendly and adaptive than encounter-based RAPID. Therefore, we conclude that RENA may be a better choice for resource-constrained devices in ICMN.
